
The Challenge
Now more than ever, we are inundated with others wanting our attention. The reaction has been to revert to 
those curated environments we trust that deliver the information and solutions we need. Attention spans are 
shrinking, expectations for valuable content are higher, and we must meet our audiences where they are.

Name Recognition & Brand Development
•  Helps develop your brand, informing stakeholder opinions

•  Builds reputation, ensuring you lead the narrative

•  Drives messaging, telling your story the way you want it told

Credibility & Validation
•   Validates your messaging via earned media from third-party editorial 

outlets

•   Builds credibility for your brand from industry experts communicating to 
their audiences

•   Helps drive employee morale and excitement to see firm in public sphere

Perpetual Relevance & Engagement
•   Builds connections with strategic reporters and content-creators

•   Informs you of the competition to remain competitive

•   Helps drive traffic to your website

•   Fosters community engagement

•   Provides consistency with always-on approach vs. a single one-hit 
advertising spend

Positive Perception & Progress
•   Confirms positive business momentum

•   Allows you to demonstrate validated results and progress on own 
channels

•   Creates a positive perception, generating interest and urgency

Why Public Relations
Implementing a Public Relations 
and Earned Media Strategy does 
just that—engages your target 
audience where they prefer to 
consume their news and infor-
mation. It’s an always-on ap-
proach that builds your brand 
and reputation through the lens 
of a credible source and fosters 
engagement from an organic 
perspective.

25–40%

83%

of all traffic and lead generation 
comes from earned media

of consumers trust digital  
word-of-mouth more than 
content produced directly  

by advertisers 
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Why FLX?

Philosophy
Our integrated B2B platform that 
builds modular and on-demand 
solutions for asset and wealth 
management firms.

People
FLX PR is comprised of an 
experienced team of PR and 
media executives with decades of 
experience, within both the financial 
services and communications 
industries—bringing both expertise 
and a unique perspective to 
storytelling.

Process 
The FLX PR process seamlessly 
integrates into your broader 
distribution plan with FLX. 
From media outreach to release 
distribution, PR will be additive to 
your lead generation efforts. 

*Fee includes access to FLX’s membership to PR Newswire. Distribution across the wire will be an incremental cost.

Deliverables
•   Proactive and reactive pitching for relevant coverage 

opportunities 

•   Press Release Distribution  

•   Access to PR Newswire* for select press release 
distribution 

•   Media monitoring & Coverage tracking 

- Firm, industry, & competitors 

-  Monitoring 7+ million global online media sources; 
190+ countries, 96 languages, and sentiment in 21 
languages 

-  Clips of individual media placements 

Activities
•   Review of and guidance on manager-generated content 

•   Content generation/pitch ideation and/or access to FLX 
Solutions marketplace for content generation for media 
engagement, when and if necessary 

•   Extension of client team and point of contact for media 

•   Monthly client calls 

Analytics
•   Social engagement metrics on online PR content 

•   Readership metrics and SEO Impact 

•   Analytics integration with article specific and aggregate 
traffic data, upon request 
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